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The College Voice
Despite noticeable amounts of
displeasure and controversy which
circulated throughout many of the
campus's clubs and organizations,
on Thursday the SGA assembly
approved the fmance committee's
budget proposal for the1993-94
school year by a 29-1--1l margin.
The budget must still be approved
by the campus at large.
This year, as the result of a dona-
tion to the college of ten percent of
the student activities budget, the
finance committee was forced to
work with a diminished pool of
resources. After doling out what the
fmance committee considered ap-
propriate allocations, the commit-
tee realized it did not have suffi-
cient funds to cover the allocations.
The committee chose to make an
across the board cut of 8.449 per-
cent as the fairest manner to handle
the situation.
Neelu Mulchandani, SGA vice
president and chair of the finance
committee, felt that the cut was an
appropriate and justifiable measure
to take.
"The general reaction I feIt
would be because they see an 8.449
percent cut across the board, that
they would know that it's not their
club that's just getting hit hard, but
it's every single club. Therefore,
they were more apt to accept the
budget knowing that everybody
was in the same situation Ibat they
were," said Mulchandani.
Though many organizations
were passive in their attitudes to-
wards the finance committee's
budget, SAC was most vocal in
displaying their disapproval of the
allocations, igniting conflicting
feelings among SGA members.
"SAC cannot do its job the way
it's being expected to with
$46,000," said Jennifer Scott, SAC
chair, during lbeSGA Assembly on
Thursday night.
Scott continued, saying "w.e can
do a job, but we'll never be able to
meet the expectations of the stu-
dents."
SAC caught the attention of the
entire student body the day after the
allocations were presented, by
placing table tents on dining hall
tables urging students to voice their
disapproval of the budget.
According to Assembly mem-
bers, the table tents seemed to im-
ply lbatSAC had not received fund-
ing for Floralia. In addition, SAC
displayed a blank activities calen-
dar outside of the post office, claim-
Arts
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Mise
ing that the calendar of events
would remain blank jf the current
budget proposal was passed.
These tactics were major points
Liaison committee discusses
financial aid for study away
by April Ondls
News Editor
Students and Trustees met to dis-
cuss important issues which have
surfaced Ibis semester at the
first Student Trustee Liaison
Committee meeting.
Elizabeth Grenier, young
alumni trustee of the class of
1991, opened the meeting, ex-
p~aining the changes that have
taken place in the committee's
structure since last semester.
Now .ihe trustee members of
the Student Life Committee
are also members of the Stu-
dent Trustee Liaison Commit-
tee. In addition,lbe dean of the
college, Robert Hampton, and
the dean of student life,
Catherine WoodBrooks are
members of both committees.
Said Grenier, "We think it
develops a more collegial at-
mosphere to have the dean of
Ibe' college here. Hopefully,
Ibis will help us to improve the
lines of communication ... it's a
divergence from the past, but we're
looking forward to seeing how that
works."
Karen Gillen, chair of the
Everywomyn'sCenter, spoke next,
explaining the purpose of the
Everywomyn's Center, as well as
something of the center's past ac-
tions. Gillen said that this year, the
organization will publish its own
magazine, sponsor an 18 month
Betsy Grenier, young alumni trustee and
chair of the student/trustee liaison committee.
lecture series on gender, and hold a
second Take Back The Nigh! march
on October 18.
Next Priya Mathur and Ernest
Montgomery, co-chairs of the Mi-
nority Student Steering Commit-
tee, spoke, giving the trustees a
brief history of the committee, and
describing itas a "political voice for
students of color."
Mathur and Montgomery also
read the statement of concerns
which was identified when
MSSC was formed after the
Fanning Takeover in 1986.
According toMathur .the com-
mittee will update the state-
ment Ibis year.
Said Mathur, MSSC will
make a "very in depth analysis
of what has been done, what
has not been done, what has not
been done satisfactorily, and
what still needs to be done."
Montgomery spoke later of
the MSSC' s goals for this year.
''The project for the chairs is
to evaluate the inital statement
of concerns from 1986, look-
ing very specifically at the ar-
eas of admissions, affirmative
action policy, and diversifica-
tion of the curriculum. Along
with that will be other issues
brought to us from the Unity
organizations that we oversee:'
said Montgomery.
After stating MSSC's goals for
the year, Mathur spoke of the move
See Committee p.4
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of discussion and debate, both dur-
ing the SGA Assembly, and in the
days before it. Several student lead-
ers said that the table tents were
deceptive, as they did not explain
SAC's $5,220.03 debt from the pre-
vious year or the 8.449 percent cut
that all clubs were given to the stu-
dent body.
While addressing the SGA as-
sembly, Chris McDaniel, house
senator of JA and member of the
Finance Committee. said, "It is po-
litical propaganda, plain and
simple. The information that SAC
See SAC p.9
College reconsiders
policy of divestment
ments from South African corpora-
tions.
On May 4, 1990, Connecticut
College also withdrew its invest-
ments from South Africa,and now,
the Board of Trustees has called on
the campus to reexamine its policy
of divestment.
John Evans, Board of Trustees
chair, said, "Connecticut College
made its first decision as a commu-
nity and we will take our next step
ina similar way ... The board takes
Nelson Mandela' s call to permit
reinvestment in his country seri-
ously, but Ibe trustees will only
come toa decision on Ibis important
issue after widespread discussion
by the college community."
See College p.5
. by April Ondls
News Editor
On September 23, the South Af-
rican parliament officially ended
apartheid, and the next day, Nelson
Mandela asked the governments
around the world to end their poli-
cies of financial divestment form
the country. Now Connecticut Col-
lege is faced with the decision
whether or not to reinvest in South
Africa.
In years past, governments
around the world have divested
from the predominantly racist na-
tion as a matter of conscience. As a
result of the U.S. government's de-
cision to divest, many American
companies also withdrew invest-
A&E,pp.13, 15,16
Carli and Michelle stay up
all night - and live to tell
about it
Sports, pp. 17-20
Recap of successful
Homecoming weekend
Comics, p.14
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DTCC responds to article
The Dean's Term Coordinating realized the importance of involv- We hope that energies can now be
Committee (DTCC) would like to ing the student government in its focused on the positive aspects of
address a few points presented in efforts; consequently, SGA mem- the upcoming term.
the article of September 28, 1993, hers were added to both commit- The DTCC is putting forth its
"Collegial debate focuses on tees. best efforts to work with the college
Dean's Term Committee." Over The fact thai Lee Coffin, Associ- community to make this first
thepastseveral weeks.our commit- ate Directorof Admissions, was the Dean's Term successful. We hope
tee bas become increasingly aware first administrative consultant to that this letter clarifies any miscon-
of the significant community-wide the DTCC and originally suggested ceptions which may have arisen.
support of the Dean's Term and our that members of the Admissions The info. line (Ext 2319) and the
efforts on behalf of the program. Office might aid the application contact sessions are designed to
Fortunately, through this letter, we and review process, clearly indi- offer an opportunity for any rnem-
have been given the opportunity to cates that "informal conversation" ber of the college community to
correct the errors in last week's occurred between these two bodies. express concerns and questions. In
issue before that supportive com- Now that the application process is addition, the members of the
munity can mistake them for facts. approaching, the offices of Adrnis- DTCC invite you to approach them
In regard to the issue of funding, sions, Career Services, and Human informally at any time to discuss
sufficient funds are available in the Resources have been asked 10 aid in the term.
Mellon grant to cover the cost of the the formation and review of appli-
term. If alternate funding becomes cations.
available, the Mellon funds can be The DrCC was "thrown to-
secured for future use. However, gether" during fmals week of last
theDTCC is not and never has been semester to ensure that a successful
responsible for researching or program could be piloted for the
drafting independent grants, nor is 1993-94 academic year. Due to the
any member of the DTCC under urgency with which the DTCC had
that illusion. to be assembled, it is unfortunate
The DTCC was likened 10 the that time constraints did not allow
Priorities Planning and Budget for the formation of a committee
Committee only in the sense that through the appropriate channels of
both were originally formed with- collegial decision-making. How-
out official representatives from ever, we have done our best to make
the Student Government Associa- the necessary connections to all
tion, The DTCC, like the PPBC, sectors of the college community.
The Dean's Term
Coordinating Committee
Chad Marlow
Wesley Simmons
Kate Welch
Nick Walker
Jennifer M. Sanders
Carol A. Flshbone
Betsy Teles
Sheloham Payne
AprilOndis
Lumkile Mkwalo
Yvonne Watkins
Amity Sjmons
Jennifer Knapp
Lee Kneerlm
True Romance review is off-base
Every individual is entitled to her
opinion, but Michelle Ronayne's
review of True Romance was sh31-
lowat best ] udging an entire movie
by whether or not it includes ro-
mance simply because of its title
redefmes the word pathetic. (The
Rocky Horror Picture Show was
not scary, or about an Italian boxer
from Philadelphia. Get the pic-
ture?)
Where to begin? Val Kilmer
showed his versatility in an unprec-
edented move, by playing Gary
Oldman, playing Drexel.We have
never seen anyone play Gary
Oldman playing Drexel. Con-
fused? So were we. To translate,
Gary Oldman played Drexel, and
Val Kilmer, not bearing the slight-
est resemblance to Gary Oldman or
Drexel, played Elvis.
From a purely critical standpoint,
Ms. Ronayne failed to accurately
depict any portion of the plot, char-
acters, direction, or cinematogra-
phy of this film, not to mention
missing the entire point of the
movie. First of all, Conn's version
of Siskel and Ebert misinforms us
that "the rest of the movie is spent
watching 'Bama and Clarence run
away from all the people who are
chasing them." Poor syntax aside,
Alabama and Clarence don't have
theslightestgoddamn clue that they
are being pursued by anyone, until
Clarence takes a bullet in the eye.
(Hint enough for any man, don't
you think?) Despite what the Bos-
ton Globe originally called
"Bonnie and Clyde meet the 90's",
(ain't plagiarism grand?), this film
is about two people who are at-
tempting to live out a fantasy. Ala-
bama and Clarence want to live the
exciting life of Bonnie and Clyde,
but they realize this is impossible.
Clarence is quite insane, illustrated
by the fact that he talks 10 Elvis in
bathroom mirrors. 'Barna seems
rather incapable of independent
thought. Bonnie and Clyde?
Hardly.
Ms. Ronayne also claims that
Christopher Walken "was an amaz-
ing mafia lawyer who could con-
vince anyone to do anything".
Well, we hate to be picky, (actuaUy,
we live for it), but Walken's charac-
ter has one goal. He needs to con-
vince Clarence's father to reveal
information about his son; a task
which he fails miserably. So much
for the power of persuasion. She
also claims that Walken' s character
spends the rest of themovie chasing
after Clarence and Barna, but it's
strange that he doesn't appear in the
movie after his first and only scene.
She goes on to say that "there is a
whole lot of violence that is humor-
ous at times." This is a violent
movie and it is a funny movie, but
the violent scenes are not funny.
Well, maybe we should let the
Voice readers decide this. How
funny is a man getting his palm
slashed open and having alcohol
directly poured on it? How about
another man getting his testicles
blown off! What a knee-slapper!
This film is neithera romance nor
an action film, nor is it by any
stretch of the imagination a com-
edy. One of the major subplots in
this movie is the romance between
'Bama and Clarence, but it is not the
sum total of the movie. In fact, if
Ms. Ronanyne had done her re-
search correctly, she could put this
film in an appropriate context.
Quentin Tarantino's previous film,
Reservoir Dogs, similarly high-
lights the eccentricities of the char-
acters and the power of confronta-
tion rather than specifically focus-
ing on the plot. It's called art,
Michelle. Look into it.
The whole point of any review is
to accurately describe and critique a
film. We had problems with this
movie also, but at least we knew the
film's purpose. If you're going to
attack a film, tty to at least include
some original thinking, and for
God's sake, read the credits. (Those
are all those names at the end of the
movie.)
Before we conclude this well de-
served hatchet-job, let us nOIforget
Michelle's sole statement of accu-
racy: "Yes, the two of them get
married after one night (ain't love
grand) and then the story proceeds
from there." We were wondering,
where else could the story proceed
from? Itwould have made a pretty
short movie if it hadn 'I proceeded at
all, don't you think? Come to think
of it, that would have been pretty
romantic after all.
Sincerely,
DaveSkalka
Class of 1994
Eric Olmsted
Class ofl994
Carrie McGannon
Class of 1994
Corrections:
Sheloham Payne wrote "Community Action Coalition provides outreach to other campus organizations." (The College Voice
September 2g. 1993.) •
Jennifer Scott said, "The DTCC is StlUctured in learns of two anyway. so this would be the best way for us to be involved without
disrupting what was already happening." ("Collegial debate focuses on Dean's Tenn Committee," The College Voice September28
1993.) • ,
Th~ SGA execu~ve board held a closed meeting with the DTCC, and did not panicipate in the open contact session on Tuesday
evenmg. ("CoUegtal debate focuses on Dean's Tenn Committee," The Col/ege Voice, September 28, 1993.)The College Voice October 5, 1993 Page 2
CONNTHOUGHT
community did not raise significant
issues. This recommendation was
approved by the board to position
the College for distinctiveoess by
responding to Nelson Mandela's
request in a timely manner.
The committee and the board are
confident that the college
community's deliberations will be
well-informed and thoughtful.
Trustee encourages discussion of divestment
Thefollowing is an open letter on
South Africa, 10 members of the
Connecticut College community,
from the Social Responsibility
Commitee .. it was addressed on
October 2,1993.
This letter is to inform the cam-
pus community about actions by
the trustees this weekend in re-
sponse toNelson Mandela' scali for
lifting economic sanctions against
South Africa.
N. background, on May 4,1990,
the Connecticut College Board of
Trustees, on the recommendation
of the Social Responsibility Com-
mittee and as a culmination of
Boarddecisionsbeginning in 1978,
adopted the policy for divestment
of stocks in companies doing busi-
ness in South Africa as an expres-
sion of its abhorrence of and objec-
tion to the apartheid systems in
South Africa.
On September 24, 1993, in re-
sponse to the South African
Parliament's adoption of a package
oflaws giving Blacks their first say
in the Country's government,
Nelson Mandela, President of the
African National Congress, called
on the international community to
lift all economic sanctions against
South Africa. The Social Responsi-
bility Committee met on October 2,
1993 to begin the discussion of the
divestment policy in a timely man-
ner.
The committee understands and
endorses the need for the college
community - faculty, students and
staff - to discuss the issue of
whether or not to remove the re-
striction on investing in companies
doing business in South Africa and
to provide a sense of the community
to the board of trustees. The Social
Responsibility Committee further
acknowledges the process required
by the college community to fully
address the issue of removing the
ban before the board formally con-
siders the issue. The committee
also expresses its. encouragement
of the college community to take
advantage of the opportunity to be
distinctive and address the issue
with all deliberate speed.
After discussing the current di-
vestment policy, the committee
concluded that it is timely to re-
move the restriction on investing in
companies doing business in South
Africa. Given its belief, the com-
mittee further recommended that
the Board of Trustees empower the
Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees to remove the ban if the
Kevon Copeland
Trustee and Chair
of Social Responslbillty Committee
Class of 1976
College social life needs a jump-start
Quality of student life here at
Connecticut College recently has
become the focus of a great deal of
attention, both as a result of the
heated debate in SGA over Amity
Simon's proposal to create an ad
hoc committee to study the effec-
tiveness of the Student Activities
Council, and in thecontroversysur-
rounding SAC's allocation by the
Finance Committee last week.
First of all, although Simon's
proposal failed (\3-14-1), the
mere fact that it had been con-
ceived, notto mention that the SAC
cbair herself co-sponsored it, sug-
gests that there is something amiss
in the social me here at Conn.
Tom Just, house senator of Ab-
bey, commented accurately in As-
sembly two weeks ago that it seems
for the most part as though all the
juniors and seniors just want to go
to the bar and drink every night,
while freshman and sophomores
spend their time trying to do the
same.
Italso has been said that a student
without a car is one without a life.
Come on! Forays to the El 'n'Gee
and the' casino are great occasion-
ally, but they should by no means
substitute for a campus social
life.What is wrong with a commu-
nity when it consistently has to look
either to the outside or to the same
old Bacchanalian fests for enter-
tainment?
Now, there is only so much that
SAC can do. Unable to sponsor all-
campus events solely centered
around alcohol, the Council is nec-
essarily confined to providing ac-
tivities to accommodate non-drink-
ers, though they are few, as well as
the seasoned professionals.
Let's face it; as one assembly
member stated during the debate
over Simon's proposal, keg parties
are the biggest social activity on
campus. SAC events fall flat in
competition with kegs and floor
parties. Larger SAC events such as
Floralia and the winter formal are
usually more successful, but they
are few and far between.
Add to all this the fact that this
year SAC will be operating on a
diminished budget _ the time has
come for us to take a serious look at
the way the system works. Might it
be more prudent to spend less time
and resources on the smaller, less
effective events and begin focusing
on larger affairs? Why doesn'tSAC
invest their limited dollars and
bring something big to Conn - a
widely acclaimed band, for ex-.
ample - and charge admission,
simultaneously pleasing the crowd
and fundraising a bundle?
Maybe the SGA Assmbly is
right. Maybe an ad hoc SAC com-
mittee isn't the right idea. But it's
apparent from the amount of atten-
tion this issue has received asof late
that some action is needed. This)s
an issue that the campus commu-
oity needs to examine as a whole.
Let's give SAC an idea of what we
want it to do for us.
AI, McKnight
Class of 1996
Infirmary warns community
of dangers of Hepatitis B
tigued with decreased appetite for
about six weeks and then spontane-
ously improve without any serious
effect. Others may go on to become
Hepatitis B carriers with resulting
inflammation of the liver so that it
can not clear bile, provide energy or
make proteins.
The cost of the vaccine is about
$130.00. It requires three shots
given over a 6 month period. We
encourage you to try to get this
through your private physician. If
you are unable to do this and wish to
get the vaccine, please contact the
Student Health Center at extension
2275. We will order it for you.
The Doctors, Nurse Practitioners
and Nurses of the Student Health
Service want you to know about a
virusthat has been totally upstaged
by AIDS, but which is a much more
infectious disease. It is Hepatitis B.
First the bad news. Every year
300,000 new hepatitis infections
occur. Each year 4,000 to 5,000
people die of chronic liver disease
caused by Hepatitis B.
The good news is that the disease
can be prevented by routine immu-
nization of all adolescents and
young adults. Recently the Center
for Disease Control (CDC) and The
American Academy of Pediatrics
recommended widespread use of
-;.
o
Hepatitis B vaccine for adoles-
cents. Those at particular risk are
sexually active students who:
a) Have more than one sexual
partner in six months
b) Have had a sexually transmit-
ted disease
c) Engage in unprotected sex
(i.e. no condom)
d) Men who have sex with men
It is interesting to note on the
adjacent graph that 27% of cases
were among heterosexuals in 1990.
Also, a good 40% had no known
risk factors, hence the
recommmendation for widespread
immunization.
Hepatitis B is also spread through
blood contact from an infected indi-
vidual, a Hepatitis B carrier.
The symptoms of Hepatitis Bare
variable. Some individuals who
contract the disease are mildly fa-
Edith Sullivan
Director of Nursing
Student Health Center
Risk Factors Associated with
Reported Cases of Hepatitis B, U.S.,
1990
Hcun~old renteet
-,tOOl
40.001--
14.001Drug ••
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StudentITrustee Liaison Meeting:
Committee discusses study away financial aid
"That's one of the big questions. that we need to take."
That's what we'Il look at this year," In conclusion, Grenier said, "I
said Roark. think [the process of development
All agreed that the issue requires of the study away policy] is typi-
further consideration and adjust- cal of the college- identifying
ment. Hampton said, "We're not high-minded goals, and then in-
where we need 10 be, but I think that vestigating ways to accomplish
we've identified some of the paths them."
CONilawdlromil
made by the Board of Trustees 10
reexamine its policy of di vestment
from South Africa. Mathursaid that
she hoped that the board would not
make a decision on the issue with-
out receiving student input
One trustee assured Mathur that
noacuon would be taken to reinvest
in South Africa without input from
students.
Paul Weissman, a member of the
investment planning subcommit-
tee, said, "I would give you my
assurance that nothing would be
done in terms of investment until
this matter has been completely dis-
cussed by you, the students, and by
the community at large. In fact, we
discussed this at a meeting just last
week, and that is what we decided."
Next, members of the Student
Government Association executive
board described SGA Issues
Project for the year to the trustees.
Kim Roark, chair of academic
affairs, spoke about the issue of
financial aid for study away.
Roark explained that Connecti-
cut College is one of the last liberal
arts colleges to set a definitive
policy on this matter. Said Roark,
"All of our peer schools that were
polled already have this program
for [fInancial aid] study away, so
we thought it was important for us
to look at"
Roark went on to say that ac-
cording to a survey that the college
put out, students would like to see
fmancial aid travel with students
when they study abroad.
In keeping with this desire, the
students and faculty voted that the
GPA requirement to study away be
raised from 2.7 10 3.2, so that stu-
dents on fmancial aid would be able
to take their funds with them when
they study away.
"That would allow financial aid
10 travel and that would be cost
neutral ... this will be implemented
for the class of 1998," said Roark.
Grenier said she had read the Fi-
nancial Aid Study Away
Committee's report and had been
struck by its statement that studying
abroad is a "privilege," rather than a
right
Other trustees mentioned that
they did not approve of the use of
the term"priviJege."
There seemed to be some misun-
derstanding surrounding the issue
involved in the consideration of fi-
nancial aid for study away.
Warren Erickson, trustee, said,
"Will someone explain why finan-
cial aid for study away is sucha cost
liability?"
Several members of the commit-
tOO, including students and admin-
istrators, explained that if financial
aid funds were given to students
when they study abroad, tuition is
effectively leaving this college, and
being paid out 10 other schools,
such as Syracuse University,
through their programs.
According 10 Roark and other
members of the Student Trustee Li-
aison Committee, with the 3.2 GPA
requirement, more students who
can afford 10 pay full tuition to the
college will remain on campus,
which, theoretically, will P'Y for
BAYOU
BBQ&GRILL
255 Broad Street
New London, CT
443-4412
those students who need 10 use fi-
nancial aid funds to study away.
"I feel that [the change 10 3.2] is
the fairest decision that could be
made 10 allow students 10 travel,"
said Roark.
Roark said that a committee has
been formed 10 deal with the imple-
mentation of the changed financial
aid policy. One of its biggest tasks,
according 10 Roark, is 10 identify
whether or not there will be excep-
tions to the present study away
policy.
Saveena Dhall, SGA president
emphasized the importance of in-
vestigating what will be done with
regard to students who do not meet
the academic requirements 10 study
away.
"[The current policy J was passed
by the faculty with the understand-
ing, by many of the language de-
partments at least that exceptions
would be made for students in very
difficult languages. Members of the
language department said that a
good student for them is a C stu-
dent," said Dhall.
Roben Hampton, dean of the col-
lege, echoed Dhall' s concerns, not-
ing that students majoring in the
sciences are in a "lock step" pro-
gram which prevents them from
leaving the campus for a semester.
Hampton stated that the entire
study away program at the college,
not only how it pertains to students
on financial aid, needs to be reex-
amined.
Grenier then asked, "What will
happen 10 students wbo don't have
a 3.2, but want 10 study away?"
'As a media arts and science major at MIT, I wa.s
lacking hnnd.Hmfilmrnoi<ing experience, and the
semester at Ti:lchfil ri{}hI in with what I needed. "
-DavidKung
David wos woIting with inteooive video at MIT and found h
wos difficult to 1hink abourlilms of !be fullJre without knowing
!be filmmating process. "At TlICb, I bmed about every
~ - writing, cuting, sbootiog, directing, and editing. I did
...........revw, ......
David's new uoders13nding of film bas been very valuable to hs
wOO: with video. 'The T,"", prognm fulfilled my expectationl
and midi more; itwos an amazing experieoce."
Eacb spring, we olfer students of all educational backgrounds the
oppoounity to Ieam!be fundamenlais of lilmmaking at the Tiocb
School's renowned DepaJ1IneotofFilmand Televisien, During
an in""'ive ooe-semester program, you can immOlSe yOUI'C1f in
the study of film while liviog in the beart of Greenwicb Village.
For infonnatioo about our 1994 Spring Semester In Film, call
I,S00-771-4NYU, ext 16, during normal business bours (ESf)
or renan the coupon below. .
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Spring semester in Film lor Visiting Students
Please send me information about the 1994 Spring Semester in Film.
"."
cm/STATE/Z1PCODE
, l
lUEPHONE
SOC SEC. NO
Starting Oct. 15 The Bayou Will
Be Delivering To Connecticut
College from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00
p.m ..
So Please Call Ahead And Let Us
Take Care of .Yill!r Culinary
Needs.
T'l8dl Sdtool ~ the Arts
New York University
721 Broadway
Room 721
NewYotk,N.Y.l0003
He-fort U~rutJia&ll aJll~
ldIOnII!qool opponunltJ lnalllu~on.
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SCHOOL CURRENTlY ATTENDING MAJOR, IF KNOWN CONe
NEWS
College tackles reinvestment in South Africa
after Mandela calls for dropping of sanctions
ConJ"",d from p.l to the board of trustees. ~ wilbout student input," said Mont- to reinvest without the input of the istrators. If students really feel that
According to a press release from However, Copeland also said gomery. Social Responsibility Committee, they want no dialogue, then there's
the Office of College Relations, in a that if the campus does not "raise Montgomery commented on the stating that she believes the deci- nothing I can do about that. On the
meeting last Saturday between the significant issues," the trustees implications of the Board's ability sion was made in order to insure other hand, if students feel thatdia-
Board of Trustees and the Social have authorized the executive com- to decide to reinvest if there is no that the question of reinvestment is logue is needed, and they want to
Responsibility Committee, it was mittee of the board to remove the student involvement in the issue. brought to a timely resolution. "By relay that to the trustees, then that's
resolved that the entire campus will ban on investments in South Africa. "Now that I do know that if there leaving it to the board of trustees, what I'll do," said Montgnmery.
be involved in a discussion of the Last Friday, Ernest Montgomery is no dialogue they will make the then this could be resolved in Montgomery said that he does
implications of reinvestment. and Priya Mathur, Minority Stu- decision on their own, which is a month, or at least before, say, De- not yet feel able to make a decision
"The Board of Trustees is em- dent Steering Committee co- very straightforward statement [by cember, which is when [the Social on the issue personally.
powered to act in its judgment on chairs, presented the MSSC's goals the trustees], then I will relay that Responsibility Committee] will "I don't know enough about the
behalf of the board following dis- for the year to the Student Trustee message to the students and the meet next, " said Troth. specifics of reinvestment in South
cussion of the campus community Liaison Committee. Al the conclu- community at this campus. I would Troth continued, "If the coUege Africa to really have an opinion.
on the issue of whether or not to sion of the presentation, the MSSC highly, highly recommend to stu- community supports [the move to The only thing I'm very aware of is
remove the restrictions on invest- leaders expressed their hope that no dents to call me, talk to me, but if reinvest], and we hold a forum, and why we divested. Now, I will try to
ing in companies doing business in decision will be made with regard they don't, there's nothing I can do maybe take it to SOA as a proposal find out why Mandela feels that
South Africa ... ," said Evans. to the reinvestment issue without about it I'm one person working ... if SOA passes that, and if the way [that corporations and nations
However, according to a stale- student input within a community that I repre- college supports it, then we as a should reinvest], and why the col-
ment from Kevin Copeland, a "We would like to encourage the sent," said Montgomery. committee will support the lege feels that we should divest,"
trustee and chair of the Social Re- college to have dialogue between Angela Troth, house senator of college'sdecision. They are assum- said Montgomery.
sponsibility Committee, the board faculty, staff, administrators, and Wright, and student member of the ing that the college will ultimately Montgomery continued, saying,
has said that it possesses the ulti- students before making any deci- Social Responsibility Committee, move for something like this ... but "The only question I really have is:
mate power to decide whether or sions on this mailer:' said Mathur. commented on the collegiality of they want to promote a discussion." what would we benefit by reinvest-
not the college will reinvest in Montgomery reacted to news of the reinvestment decision making Troth said, "We want [the issue] ing? Whether its financial, or what
South Africa. the joint decision by the Social Re- process. "I thinkthat'sits important to be investigated quickly. Since There are a lot of things that we
In an open letter to the college sponsibility Committee and the that the committee is letting the Nelson Mandela made this call, .. could do that could be fmancially
community, Copeland said that Board of Trustees that allows the college community make the deci- . if we want to show that we're gaining, but that doesn't necessar-
"the committee understands and board to decideitself on the rein- sion. The students had led the reacting to his call, then we need to ily mean that it's the right thing to
endorses the need for the college vestment issue if students do not movement to not invest, so by the do it quickly." do. This is an instilUtionofleaming,
community -faculty, students, and get involved in the discussion. same token the students, faculty, Montgomery reiterated his stale- not a big business."
staff- to discuss the issue of "I think that it is very interesting and staff should be the ones to at ment that the course of the deci- The SOA will hold an informal
whether or not to remove the re- that this decision was made, [espe- least partake in the process of sion-making process on reinvest- discussion about reinvestment dur-
striction on investing in companies cially] after speaking to another changing the policy, " said Troth. ment is in students' hands. ing the Assembly meeting on
doing business in South Africa and trustee who said that there defi- Trothcommentedontheboardof "I more orlessact as a communi- Thursday evening at 6:45 in the
toproVideasenseOfth~e::c:::om::.::m::u:::n:::ity::-~ni::te::l!..y,:,w::o::u::ld::...::be~n:::o.:.d::ec::::i::si::o:::n.:.m:::a=d::e:--.::tru=stee~'~s.:.u1::b:::·m:::a=te~po~w.:.e:..r,::to::.:::dec::::::id:::e:--.:.c::at::Of:..;::het=w::ee::::n::..::st:::ud::en::::::ts::an::::::d:.,:a::dm=:::in::.-:..-.:.I.:94:.':..::roo::::::m::..:::of:..:th:::.e.:co:::l:::le~g~e..:ce::n:::ter::.:.. .,
Because a single CD-ROM d~c stores more
information /han 500 fIoppyd~ks, you'll be able ~
inslanlly access encydopedias, dialO7umes and
extensive databases - all wilb /ha click of a mouse.
Plug in a pair of self-pawered
speakers and I1Je CD-ROM drive plays audio
/ CDs too -$0 you con work au.uy,
/ while listening /()your favori1e muse
IWU even heIp)'!u siart
your own CD-ROM library. Buy I1Je
Macin10sb centrn 610 now, and you'll
also riceive tbe CD-ROMgift pack:
tuo disci tbaI fm:Jude 'an e/eclron~
encyckJpedia, a diclionary, interactive
rock lIideol, music fur your audio
CDplayer and more (uoob $327').
Macinlosb PromD
CDgift fXJCk FREE.
Now you can go to the library
without leavmgyour room
CD-ROM tecImolfgy brinp; vasl new
capabilities to I1Je desktop. Whick ~ why, soon,
more and more aJmpulers will tndude a CD-ROM
drive. Buy one, and you're making an
inveslmenllbat will last you well into thefuture.
Bring your papers, projects and presenlalicns 10
. ..________life by ina1rparaling plmtoo, clip art and a buge variety.>: of type fon~-all available on CD-ROM.Interadwe programs on CD-ROMcover every subjed from palm tophysiology.And lhey inaJf/JOfaIe sound, animaJion, music --- _
and video clips. So ordinary /()pia become
more exciting, involving and relevant.
Apple"MacirilosbCenJr~" 610
8/2'jJ witb CD-ROM, Macinlosb Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard II.
CD-ROM technology puts libraries of information at your finger-
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and ar;unation. Buy
the Macintosh Centris" 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you II also receIVe
Visit the Connecticut College Computer Store
Hamilton House, Lower Level
Ruth Seeley at x2090, Mon." Fri. 12:00-4:00
our CD gift pack. VISityour Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
there, ask about financing with the Apple" Computer Loan: And .'-
discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your best~ •
)
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College recognizes
author Fuentes with
honorary degree
by Sbelobam Pliyne
The College Voice
protected by Mexico's constitu-
tion.
Fuentes said that we have yet to
discover every day of the future or
past For example, the presence of
black/African culture was brought
10 America in struggle and hard-
ship, bUI it was turned around as
back culture became assimilated
into American traditions.
The U.S .. is also a great influence
on the Mexican culture. Although
Chicano writers and Mexican-
American celebrities such as Gloria
Estefan are important to Mexican
culture, il is also heavily influenced
by American cui lure. American
soft drinks, jeans and fast food
joints have made a great impact;
even Santa Claus is sometimes pre-
ferred over the Three Wise Kings,
who are associated with Christmas
in Mexican traditions.
Although he personally does nOI
have problems with American in-
fluence on Mexican culture,
Fuentes said some Mexicans are
concerned about the presence of
U.S. commercial trade and in gen-
eral, U.S .. influence on the world.
He used the example of the dra-
matic increase oiU.S. influence in
the fashion world, which wasprevi-
ously dominated by France.
Some cultures are now coming
into the forefronl and demanding
their rights in the world, bUIhe said
history is far from over. Fuentes
also stressed again how important it
is to make sure that no social groups
are left OUI. For example, in
America, there is no European cul-
ture without the African culture and
there is not an African American
culture with oUI Europeans,
Fuentes added.
According to Fuentes, the U.S.
and Mexico now have a common
internal agenda, as hotb countries
currently have crises in urban areas.
These problems, Fuentes said,
should help the U.S. and Mexico
identify with each other.
According to Fuentes, we need to
realize that we are .11 migrants in
our own countries and we need
other cultures to complete the other
half of ourselves. "We are con-
stantly beginning and ending our
Dast" FuenleS said.LSAT
The most complete
arsenal of test prep
tools in the world.
FIND OUT MORE AT ONE OFI
OUR FREE LSAT SEMINARS:
Free Seminar
Understanding the LSAT +
Law School Admissions
Oct. 6 1993 7-8pm
Rm 209 CoUege Center
Refreshments servedll
--..-.
Roger Fisher comes to college
to discuss negotiations skills
by Alln. SwitaJ
The College Voice
Roger Fisher, a world-renowned
expert on negotiations and conflict
resolution, is speaking on "Negoti-
ating With Your Roommate," as
pan of a lecture sponsored by the
Dean's Term Coordinating Com-
mitteeon MondayOclober4,1993.
This January, Fisher will teach
the Negotiations Resolution semi-
nar in the Dean's Term program in
January.
Fisher is director of the Harvard
Negotiation Project and is the
Williston professor of law emeritus
at Harvard Law School.
Fisher is an expert on interna-
tionallaw as well as co--author of a
best-selling hook on negotiation
called Getting 10 Yes. The book is
now in its twentieth printing and
has sold almost two million copies
in fifteen languages, worldwide.
Fisher was a major architect of
the negotiations process used in the
Camp David negotiations which
led 10 the signing of the Camp
David Accords between Anwahr
Sadat, president of Egypt, and
Menachem Begin, prime minister
of Israel.
Fisher's lecture will be held in
the Ernst Common Room of the
Blaustein Humanities Center. The
topic will be, "Negotiating with
Suddam Hussein and your Room-
male: ls There a Difference?" The
president's office will sponsor the
lecture,
The Harvard Negotiation
Project, headed by Fisher. has
worked since 1979 to improve his
theory of conflict resolution. Fisher
has conducted negotiation semi-
nars in Bonn, Moscow, Stockholm,
Paris London, Milan, San Salvador,
Bogota, Mexico City, and the Re-
public of South Africa.
Along with helping to design
the process that Jimmy Caner used
in mediating the Camp David nego-
tiations, Fisher's Harvard Negotia-
tion Project advised the committee
in charge of designing the Reagan-
Gorbachev Summit in 1985.
Fisher has been the teacher and
advisor of many corporate execu-
tives, labor leaders, attorneys, and
military and government officials,
who were involved in trying to re-
solve disputes between two bodies.
Carlos Fuentes, a world-re-
nowned writer and ambassador, re-
cei ved an honorary degree from
Connecticut College, the latest in a
string of honorary degrees he has
received from colleges and univer-
sities. The degree was presented 10
Fuentes last Friday by Claire
Gaudiani, president of the college.
Fuentes has been an ambassador
to France and in the Mexican Na-
tional Commerce of Human Rights.
He is also a writer and has received
honorary degrees from Harvard
and Dartmouth.
A Mexican citizen raised in
Washington, DC., Argentina, and
Chile, Fuentes spoke on cultural
relations between the United States
and Mexico. The U.S. has always
held an admirable position in the
eyes of the world because it has no
strong neighbors to threaten its
power. yet can maintain strong
trade relation with Mexico and
Canada.
The history of U.S.-Mexican re-
lations is a long and interesting one.
Fuentes spoke of past U.S .. presi-
dents and their varying degrees of
effectiveness in Mexican relations.
He spoke of Calvin Coolidge, who,
in his opinion, was quite ineffective
in his foreign relations with
Mexico, and then brushed on FDRs
policy of respecting Mexico's sov-
ereignty, while at the same time
expecting Mexico and Latin
America in general to support the
U.S.'s allies. However, Mexico's
foreign policy acted independently
of U.S .. expectations at that time.
Fuentes also compared the U.S.
and Mexican cultures, and said the
U.S. is unique in that it was "born
from a Utopia," and so it is the only
country thaI has to prove its happi-
ness, viewing itself as a model for
the rest of the world to follow.
One of the points that Fuentes
addressed is that the accredited
founders of the "American Dream"
did not include blacks, women,
Native Americans, children and
immigrants. Had the U.S. included
these peoples from the very begin-
ning of its history, it truly might
have been the fIrst modern nation,
according to Fuenles.
Fuentes stressed thaI American
culturecannot be discussed withoul
looking al the influences of Afri-
can, European, Indian, Mexican
and many other cullures. Similarly,
Mexican culture is based upon
mixed heritage much like thawf the
U.S. "Mexico," Fuentes said. «has
also been unfaithful to its own cul-
ture," referring, among other
things, to instances when Mexicans
have seen African culture as "bar-
baric."
Mexico and the U.S. share com-
mon traits within their cultures, yet
they hoth need 10 accept the differ-
encesin their nations. Eighleen dif- i KA PL"AN RULE S
ferent Indian linguistic groups are
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Planning teams set to chart college's future
by N... 'Ie HIId.
The College Voice
As the five year Strategic Plan
initiated by Claire Gaudiani at the
beginning of her presidency comes
to an end, one of the most important
tasks facing the college community
is the reconstruction of a new plan
to steer the college in a new direc-
tion for future.
Last Thursday, the three commit-
tees serving on the Strategic Plan-
ning Team held their second meet-
ing on the new Five-year Plan. The
Priorities, Planning and Budget
Committee states the purpose of the
Five-year Plan as,"to point theCol-
lege toward fulfilling its mission as
an excellent liberal arts college, by
securing its future in a demanding
external environment, .. '
Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college implemented the five year
long Strategic Planning process
soon after she took office in 1988.
The first Strategic Planning team
was made up of twelve committees,
with over 300 individuals involved
in the process.
The Strategic Planning Team
divided the process of developing
the new plan into three main parts.
Each committee.fs charged with
examining one of the following ar-
eas: academics, finance, and diver-
sity and community.
Four faculty members, three
, ., members of the staff.two students,
and trustee and alumni liaisons
serve on each of the committees.
A memo from the Priorities,
Planning and Budget Committee
identified the goals of the three task
forces. ''The porpose of the aca-
demic team is to propose goals that
will identify an outstanding and
distinctive academic environment
for students and faculty at Con-
necticut College."
The statement emphasizes the
objective of creatiog "new tech-
nologies for teaching, advanced
opportunities for student/faculty
research, and ... clarification of
standards for teaching and student
performance. "
According to the press release,
the purpose of the fmanee commit-
tee is to "identify opportunities to
support a major comprehensive
campaign to optimize investments,
improve strategic budgeting, and
develop capital opportunities."
The purpose of the diversity and
community team is to identify and
propose "ways to enhance the resi-
dential environment in service to
the moral, intellectual and social
development of its members," ac-
cording to the press release.
The first meeting concerning the
planning process involved all
members of the individual commit-
tees as well as invited guests from
the college community.
Claire Mathews, vice-president
for planning and dean of admis-
sions, facilitated the meeting.
Mathews opened by giving a brief
talk on the history and the impor-
tance of strategic planning.
Roberto Ifill, program assistant
for academic planning and advis-
ing, spoke next about his role in
strategic planning. Ifill, new to the
college thisyear, has been involved
in staffing all three teams, and will
, help to coondinate and organize the
activities of the committees.
Ifill said that he will draw on his
experiences from his previous job
as a program director at the Mellon
Foundation, to act as a facilitator
for the team.
Gaudiani gave a keynote speech
at the meeting, which Ifill called"a
rousing charge" to the committees.
Gaudiani spoke of the changing
role of higher education in the out-
side world, specifically of chang-
ing economic circumstances. and
of demographics of the student
body at liberal arts colleges.
Gaudiani also stressed the dra-
matic difference between the kind
of technological knowledge stu-
dents now possess upon entering
college, and the knowledge stu-
dents possessed a few decades ago.
She challenged the teams to devise
ways to take best advantage of these
new skills that students bring.
Jon Finnimore, a student mem-
ber of the academic strategic plan-
ning committee, summed up the
group's mission as, "to basically
plot outthecourseof the college for
the next five years, and also look
beyond the next five and into the
future of Connecticut College."
Finnirnore echoed Gaudiani's
claim that the Strategic Planning
Process is the most important work
10be done at Connecticut College
this year. He said that the lasl five-
year plan had a tremendous impact
on the college, and that the task of
Ihe current team is to develop aplan
with an equally great impact
. The committees wiD meet indi-
'vidually throughout first semester,
and plan to have completed most of
their research and discussion by the
end of this period.
Individual committee reports
wiD be written over winter break,
and Ihe Board ofTrustees will con-
sider the plan and implementation
Slralegy when they meet at the be-
ginning of next year.
Campus Safety cracks
down at campus bar
by April Ondls
News Editor
According to reports from stu-
dent leaders and the Office of Stu-
dent Life, Campus Safety will now
begin to strictly enforce the
school's alcohol policy at me cam-
pus bar.
This "crackdown" brings to the
forefront of discussion on campus
issues of student life, alcohol
policy, and compliance wilb state
laws.
Catherine WoodBrooks, dean of
student life, spoke of the so-called
"crackdown," and said. "There
have been several reports from
members of the community, prima-
rily students, who say that there's a
lot of underage drinking in the bar.
Obviously we have to respond to
this because ofliability in the liquor
commission. [Inspectors from the
hquor commission] have come at 9
o'clock, when the bar is sort of
They say college is
supposed to
broaden your horizons.
Next semester,
take them literally.
Next semester, broaden your horizons with Beaver College. You can intern in London,
ponder Peace Studies in Austria, cycle to class inOxford or sun yourself in Mexico (while
studying Spanish, of course). You can even linger at a cafe in Vienna or tour a Greek isle.
We also have a wide variety of integrated university programs in the UK. and Ireland. For
over 30 years Beaver has been sending students abroad for the experience of their life.
Now it's time for yours. Call us today for more information.
Study Abroad with Beaver College.
1.800.755.5607
dead, but if they carne later, around
I I, they could close the bar down
and suspend the licensee. "
WoodBrooks said she believes
that more frequent spot checks and
other methods of checking up on
underage drinkers wiD ensure that
the bar remains open for the enjoy-
ment of students who are 21 years
of age.
Said WoodBrooks, "We're re-
ally committed to having a bar on
campus. We don't want to see stu-
dents leaving campus or driving to
a bar:'
"So there will be random spot
checks. Campus safety was hesitant
to do that because of student life, so
they came to me and we talked
about it 1am really appreciative of
that kind of relationship. They have
my support in doing [random
checks], butweagreed lhatit would
make a Jot of sense Ibal we be
proactive and alert the community
first, ..
WoodBrooks stressed her hope
that students will accept the
neccesary enforcement of the alco-
hol policy.
"I would hope that students that
are of age are cooperative and not
belligerent when asked to show
their IDs. If someone asks you 10
show your rD, please just do it"
said WoodBrooks.
Mark Hoffman, coordinator of
student activities, and manager of
the college center, spoke of the now
harsher enforcement policy, and
said "I feel that it's something that
has to be done, and I think that its
good in that its making sure that
we're complying with state law."
Hoffman continued, saying,
"Also, I hear from a lot of seniors
[about underage students drinking
in the bar]. They get frustrated."
Hoffman addressed the stricter
enforcement of the drinking age as
it pertains to the issue of alcohol
policy at the college. Said
Hoffman, "I think that [cracking
down on underage drinking at the
bar] is consistent with the college's
alcohol policy. At parties, bartend-
ers are required to check IDs, ... in
the outside world, police officers
check IDs . .. so Ibis is very much
the same thing."
Hoffman also echoed
WoodBrooks' sentiments about
student acceptance of the enforce-
ment of drinking rules.
"1just hope that people are cour-
teous with campus safety. My one
fear is that people will resist things,
and I don't think that's what we
need. Because, eventually, every-
one will be able to use the campus
bar," said Hoffman.
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1993-1994 Budget:
SAC becomes focus of debate at Assembly
ContinULdfromp.l
has given the student body on it's
table tents is not even close to the
whole truth ... SAC will not be left
with $6,000 for Floralia, These are
scare tactics."
After the budget was approved,
Mulchandani expressed her distur-
bance at SAC's actions and said,
"Going as far as table tents concern,
and just showing some pieces of the
fact, I don't think that it's right I
think that if you ==============='"
want to show some-
thing, you should
show everything."
SCOll defended
SAC's position at
several points dur-
ing the assembly, as
the audience ex-
pressed their unhap-
piness with SAC's
actions by show of
applause on several
occasions.
Explaining the
purpose of the table
tents, Scott said,
"We were just sim-
ply suggesting that was what could
happen ... our purpose was to get
people talking; our purpose was to
get people thinking, ... but the fact
remains that with $46,000, you can-
not have the types of events that this
campus is expecting."
Hours before the assembly was to
meet, more controversy arose be-
cause it was rumored that if the
budget was not approved, the fi-
nance committee would not recon-
vene until after fall break, effec-
tively extending the date of
completion of the budget process to
late October or early November.
Some assembly members be-
lieve that this may have added pres-
sure to the members of the assem-
bly to approve the budget, since
they were aware of the impending
possibility that the campus's orga-
nizations would not have a working
budget until at least the beginning
of November.
At first, Mulchandani was reluc-
tant to state when the committee
would reconvene, but when asked
by Lee Rawles, house senator of
Park, if it would reconvene after
October 20, Mulchandani said, "I
would have it reconvene after [fall]
break:'
Many organizations were not
pleased willl their allocations, but
understood the overall lack of
funds. Most clubs agreed that the
size of the allocations would have
some effect on their clubs in the
upcoming year.
During assembly, Bruce
Herforth, SAVE treasurer and sec-
retary, stated that Ille club's budget
allocation left SAVE with a worlc:-
ing budget of zero. While the club
was allotted some funding, this
went to pay bills leftover from
EarIl1 Day debts from last Spring.
"We're the southeastern Connecti-
cut center for EarIl1 Day, so if we
don't get any money for EarIll Day
Illis year, it's not only going to
affect the campus, but the whole
area," said Herforth.
Todd Maguire, president of Ille
ftlm society, also felt that the pro-
posed budget would have a definite
negative affect on his club's pro-
ductivity. ''I'm planning on ...
dropping at least five to six films
and whatever I have left, [so] I can
order movies for next semester. If
there are no movies for next semes-
ter because I have no money, then
we should blame the finance com-
mittee,"
Dave Skalka, general manager of
'We were just simply suggest-
ing that was what could
happen ... our purpose wasto
get people talking; our purpose
was to get people thinking, ...
but the fact remains that with
$46,000, you cannot have the
types of events that this
campus is expecting.'
- Jennifer Scott, SAC chair
WCNl, was for the most part
pleased with the budget proposal.
"We support the budget Like all
other clubs we were a little disap-
pointed with our allocation, but
we're happy and about as satisfied
as any club can be in a year when
they're reducing everyone's total
allocations."
David Gumbs, president of At-
las, shared those same feelings.
''I'm happy that they didn't cut our
budget as much as they did for
many of the other clubs," said
Gumbs.
The finance committee urged
clubs to increase their fundraising
in order to raise any money they
were not allotted in the budget pro-
cess. Clubs and organizations that
wish to have a savings account with
student organizations fund are re-
quired to fundraise at least as much
money as they did the year before.
V.F.O., whose grant fell well
short of the one million dollars
.which it requested, was asked to
fundraise $130, over half of the
amount that they were actually allo-
cated.
MOB ROC was granted
$2,015.03 and was asked to
fundraise $2,200, while WCNI was
allocated $7,427.53 and was asked
to fundraise $15,400.
Some members of clubs seemed
confused about Ille reason that the
finance committee initially over-
allocated funds. They also ques-
tioned whelller or not the across the
board cut was actually fair.
Mulchandani said, ''The commit-
tee was not aware of how much
money we had. Iwas also made
aware of how much money we had
towards the end of finance commit-
tee when we were finishing up ...
the reason why we wouldn't have
told anyone is because it produces a
bias in the sense Illat clubs who
were finishing last ... if Illey only
know that we have $5,000 left. It
produces a bias that this committee
did not want to produce."
Numerous factors were ac-
counted for by the committee when
making their final decisions for
allocations. Oneof the most impor-
tant factors seems to have been fis-
cal responsibility.
"[The club's allocations] de-
pended on their responsibility in the
previous years: if they've gone into
debt before, their fundraising com-
pared to how well they fundraised .
.. and what lhey were expected to
fundraise. How did they do the year
before? And thatreallycameoutlo,
should we cover the debt or
shouldn't we," said Mulchandani.
A club's purpose was also one of
the many factors considered by the
committee in Ille allocations pro-
cess. According to Mulchandani,
the College Democrats and College
Republicans did not receive more
money because, "Political lobby-
ing is against Connecticut College
rules ... we don't fund them to
support a certain party because they
represent the college as a whole."
The budget needed the vote of a
simple majority during' the SGA
Assembly in order to pass and it is
expected to be approved by repre-
sentatives from each dorm later this
week.
Mulchandani downplayed the
biggest topic of controversy during
last week, SAC's allocation, say-
ing, "I don't feel that it will be a big
problem. I do know that [SAC] will
need to fundraise a little more this
year ... I don't think it should hurt
them that much."
During the assembly, Neil
Maniar, president of the senior
class, expressed his view of the
entire situation.
"We have a responsibility forour
actions as student leaders. Last
year, SAC ran a deficit and this year
they have to pay for it ... probably
the most important lesson to be
learned from that is that wben we're
put in a position of responsibility
like this, we have to be damn care-
ful that we don't screw up," said
Maniar.
In all, a total of$I90,399.87 was
allocated to clubs and organiza-
tions. Of this, classes received
$27,105.86, including senior din-
ner and senior week. Campus me-
dia groups accounted for
$35,080.46, and diversity groups
$34,427.01. A total of $20,671.60
was meted to various sports clubs.r------~------------------------,ir-1993-SUdget-AilocationS-]!
1I 1
1 Organization 1993-1994Request Allocation(minus 1
I 8.449percentcut) I
I JudiCiaryBoard $1,043.65 $907.86 I
1 Student OrganlzalionsFund $4,605.00 $4,215.92 I
I Student Government AssooIallon $5,708.92 $2,115.95 I
I SWdent Ac1lvftiesCouncil $65,897.13 $46,369.08 I
I Equestrian $1,558.00 $1,373.54 1
Men's Indoor soccer $1,100.00 $778.1' 1
l.lrid60rTrack &Field $2,030.00 $1,629.60 J
1 .,'!N'Imen's'lce Hockey $2,735.00 $2,007.94, 1
1&~lI\'., ., ' .. $3,200.00 $1,318.33.
1 'n~bii"Jn''',i, $3,724,48 $2,702.84 ..••
'tMen's lCiil-lOOl<ey $2,96:!.00 $1,732.14 ;):::;f~t~!'~,...., , ~:::~. =~~
I....i 1l.... '. <'\ $260.00 $179.44 '1.: aga" $657 33IX Cycling ,. $788.00 .
IY:.W0rrten'S'lriddorSoccer $679.00 $511.77
,0;: Mlin'f clill> LacrOSse $1,328.00 $142.82~'iit.'~;ij':: $~a::~ ':::Ij;!l!,n'$:f\llilby $4,400.00 $1,614.98
10]~'n!J/l'l' '\ $21,841.50 $4,299.73
IttUlilted Funk ~alilZallon $1,000,437:50 $240.32
I SplInlsh ••t. ; $880.23 $265.04
IclrilIari FelloWship . $1,65G.25 $531.22
'I Gaming" $461.00 $238.03
IOrnI1hology $189_OS $39.91
1·,SttlrTrllk.·",. $100.25 $55.16·····.CSIlege eetl.aerats $160:00 $86,97
1 'C01fe(jllRepuIlllcans $560.60 $90.29
1 STARR >. $165,00 $36.82
I cllavurah" $2,318.19 $58157
1 CRAG $727.50 $251.78
I SllJdenIslor lie $359.40 $253.13
I Blg BrolheIll/BlgSlsters $330.36 $291.47
I French $988.00 $228.87
I flU88lan $538.50 $355.67
• Gennan $1,385.00 $874.31
I SAVE $3,085.00 $0.00
I AIme8Iy li1IematlonaI $678.00 $384.97
1
FIlmMakers $1,323.95 $575.81
Musical1llealer $1,529.50 $898.17
1 Comedy $431.00 $303.03
I Thealr8 $9,387.004 $2,995.83
1 Pt-OIosphy $1,912.00 $1,217.82
1 AllAS $3,140.00 $1.483.12
I film SocIety $9,788.00 $3,479.32
1 MOBROC $2,177.00 $2,015.03
1 CCASA $12,087.83 $7,813.25
1 UIllClja $11,423.10 $9.345.81
1 Pf'!lde ,. $4,570.00 $3,936.ll9
•' SOAR " $12,180.75 $5,388.112• La lInId8d k $10,398.75 $7,882.54
• WeNl . $12,825.00 $7,427.53
• The<;oIlege vQiQe PublIS/lIngGroup $24,890.30 $12,31321~=+Y $1':;~~ $~~::~~
1,.~j'·ofil!97 $1,500.00 $1,373.27.·g~oft~'" $3.380.00 $1,588.65
1 S4IiI:if".. ): $2,000.00 $1,802.14
I $CI8U'6t1995 $6;962.51 $2,380.40 •
ICJbf'«1~ $12,699.56 $7,114.50 •
• S8l1IorWeIlR $19,525.33 $13.088.90 I
bance $1,945.00 $1,134.89 JL_~ _
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•ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Late night television successfully entertains
the socially aware and chronically sleepless
by Carll Schultz
A&EEdltor
and
Michelle Ronayne
Associate A&E Editor
In an effort to further you on the
path to artistic and cultural enlight-
enment, this week the A&E editors
bring you the finest in Saturday late
night T.V. In order to help you pick
through the varied selection of pro-
gramming available in the wee
hours, we have experienced 10
hours of the stuff continuously, first
hand. Don't say we never did any-
thing for you folks.
With the culmination of the Har-
ris day at? PM, we began our romp
through late night with Star Trek:
The Next Generation. After that,
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman dis-
played yet another episode of mild
male-bashing for our viewing plea-
sure. A good show, but Carli now
understands why her father leaves
the room when Mother watches it
At9 p.m., a brief scan of channels
is paused to watch Ren and Stimpy
on Nickelodeon. It was gross, as
usual, but better than watching
QVC. QVC's popularity rises over
time as the night wears on, why
burn out on it before midnight?
At9:30 the bad movie circuit was
in full swing. We found a movie,
whose name we never did learn,
that featured Patrick Swayze in a
bulldozer running over houses con-
taining men tied to beds. Jamie Lee
Curtis was there too, along with a
really nasty wiener dog.
At 9:30 VH- I started their Coun-
try Countdown, which set VH- I off
limits for the next half hour. .
The Patrick Swayze movie con-
tinued on into the 10 o'clock hour,
when we were mercifully saved by
two episodes of Beavis and
Butthead on MTV. If you must
watch a cartoon of this genre,
Beavis is a far better choice than
Ren and Stimpy; it isn't gross just to
be gross, and one can enjoy cool
videos by Raging Slab that feature
Gary Coleman. We got a little car-
ried away by a Tiffany video; and
watching Michelle imitate Tiffany
was far more interesting than the
video itself.
Since we had no desire to watch
the countdown to the Headbanger's
BaIJ, it seemed an appropriate time
to flick through the channels.
At I I o'clock we decided to view
a little of Nightmare on Elm Street.
Yeah, the original one with Johnny
Depp and everything. In case you
miss the beginning of the movie and
think you will never be able to re-
member the characters names, fear
not, they are repeated several thou-
sand times. Allow us to paraphrase
a little with the dialogue, because it
goes something kind of like this
:"Tina?" "Nancy?" "Glenn?" (
Watch out, it gets a little complex
here) "Tina? Tina? Tina?"
So at I I :30, after seeing a Sheba
cat food commercial that launched
Carli into hysterics, we flipped on
overto Saturday Night Live. Lucky
for us, it was being hosted by Shan-
non Doherty. There was an amus-
ing take off on MTV's Real World
but nothing else was worthy of at-
tention.
Returning to what became a
faithful distraction we stopped at
QVC. At this point the host was
dressed in traditional German
clothing as they presented the
Oktoberfest hour. Hey, we were
alrnosttempted to buy that set of six
commemorative Oktoberfest
mugs.
Carli had never seen Nightmare
on Elm Street so although Michelle
attempted to act out therestofitfor
her, she seemed to want tosee the
end. At Ia.m. it was over and we
were forced to move on.
USA Up All Night offered an-
other one in the chain of the spine-
tingling Nightmare on Elm Street
sequels, but despite its lure we
changed channels, Instead, we
found Siskel and Ebert. We thought
that was cool because maybe we
could pick up a few movie review
techniques. 1:30 offered us Amaz-
ing Discoveries with special guest
Tony Little, but since we both had
seen that one already we decided to
pass.
Late night with Conan 0'Brian is
apparently on every night so we got
to seeRadiohead, who happened to
be his first ever musical guest We
rejoiced at the conclusion of Conan
O'Brian; it was 2 a.m. and the
Headbanger's Ball was over.
While Michelle made a quick
trek for caffeine in the form of
Mountain Dew, yet another quick
channel scan found Mork and
Mindy, which was watched with
enthusiasm for about 5 minutes.
This was fortunate, forour depar-
ture from the land of rainbow sus-
penders landed us right in the
middle of a Monster Truck event.
JOY.
Since the Headbanger' sBall had
ended, we found to our delight
Beavis andliuuhead. Yes, the same
episodes, but we watched them
anyway. Seeing Tiffany twice in
one night is not an opportunity to
ignore. By this point Michelle was
sitting in a chair, moving around
trying desperately to make it
squeak and laughing all by herself
about it.
The 2:43 a.m. weather report: it
was raining. And you thought it
only rained during the day in New
London just to piss you off.
By 3 a.m. the selection was get-
ring low. Several channels had al-
ready gone off the air.
Another movie on USA Up All
NighJ had started, thisonea bad sort
of Conan type flick. The woman in
it had a cloak rivaling Carli's own
in dramatic nair, and there was a
nifty lion sitting around, but it cer-
tainly was not something to get in-
volved in. On yet another channel,
a random movie elicited a short
flurry of excitement. The man who
plays Cliff Claven on Cheers was
shot and killed wearing a soldier's
uniform.
Amazing Discoveries with Tony
Little was on AGAIN, as was the
Countdown to the Ball. As an
aside ...what could Blind Melon
possibly be doing on that count-
down? The mind boggles.
But, thankfully, St. Elsewhere
was on, which helped another hour
to creep on by.
Late night television is good for
one thing: long commercials that
make you feel guilty. Save the Chil-
dren, Food Stamps, AIDS-you
name the subject, there was a de-
pressing commercial about it.
At4: IS we had the opportunity to
see the critically acclaimed Chips,
which was good because it saved
Michelle from lapsing into a coma.
At 5 we decided that to save our
sanity we should get some sleep>
We felt that we had done the best we
could do and that ten hours was
probably enough for anyone.
Watching late night television
can make for some interesting stud-
ies in the human psyche, as watch-
ing someone watch late nighttele-
vision is just as entertaining as the
tube itself. Also, hand eye coordi-
nation appears to falloff after 3 a.m,
In the twenty-two shots that Carli
made from across the room with her
pen throughout the night, a notice-
able drop in actual pen-to-screen
contact was observed in the last
couple hours.
One thing is for sure without USA
Up All Night insomniacs would be
really bored. If you must stay up
then feel free to look for some of
these goodies but otherwise go to
bed.
The College Voice
is STILL looking to fill
the following positions:
Applications are available in the Voice office, 2nd floor of Cro, and are
due to box 4970 Wednesday, October 13, by 5 p.m.
Associate News Editor
Sports Editor
Associate Sports Editor
Design people
Copy Editors
Ad representatives
Writers
Photographers
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
The El 'n' Gee features
two up-and-comers
Todd Maguire
The College Voice
Breaking through in today's mu-
sic scene is tough. Look at all the
bands playing campuses and clubs
across the country and figure that
they all want the same thing, some-
one to hear their music. The two
bands which played at the EI 'n'
Gee on Friday, September 24 have
a head start over the masses they
compete against: they're good.
Let's look first at Kill at Will, the
opening act When I first got to the
club, these guys were rockin' .They
kept playing their combination
heavy metal/funk at a ferocious
pace until their time was up, never
slowing down the tempo. Talking
to drummer Greg Trabandt after
their show, I gotan idea of what this
band is about, and where they are
going.
Citing the many different musi-
cal backgrounds of the band mem-
bers, Trabandt declared that the
band, "wants to make their own
mark," in today's multi-faceted
music arena. Having only been
around for about three months, the
band has a ways to go before a
major breakthrough, but they hope
to enter a recording studio in the
near future.
They are currently working the
New England club scene tena-
ciously, so keep an ear out for them.
Members of Kill at Will were for-
merly in the group Cry Havoc, but
they regrouped, as they were appar-
ently "going in the wrong direc-
tion."
The second band of the evening ~
was Chucklehead, a band many «
upperclassmen would remember 1il
from their three past appearances -!!
'<;-
on our own campus. I had person- i:'
ally seen them twice before this ~
show. and was very anxious for e
performance, having become a]
Chucklehead devotee. I was not"-
disappointed. The dance floor im- Chucklehead played for an enthusiastic crowd at tbe El '0' Gee on September 24. The up-and-eemlng band bas
mediately swarmed with people already released one album, and are currently touring and recuperating in preparation ror the next.
once the first tune was struck, and change, however. They lost If I were to mention my favorite In my case, I also ran into a girl
didn't empty until it was all over. Scooter and Biscuit, two vocalist! aspect of the band, it would be their who used to beat the crap out of me
Describing their style would be hom players, but added Meyer, a strong hom section, which they be- atmyGrandma's house when I was
like attempting to describe fruit trombonist and singer who has lieve is integral to all of their songs. five.
salad, very colorful, with a little bit added a "new dimension to the There are few places one can go Regardless, check out these
of everything. Heavy rap and funk band," according to Len-E-Len the around here where you can hear bands and look into the EI 'N' Gee
infusions can be found in their mu- Pirate King, singer and sax player. new bands in a cool aunosphere. for some off-campus excitement
sic,gracedwithjazzyhorns,bluesy A R- I d b k
lyrics and the spiritual influence of nne Ice re eases secon 00
Led Zeppelin.
Those of you who are not at all f - - ti e H II
familiarwiththisband,butwhoare 0 .series In IIDelor a oween
from the Boston area, may have
heard a melody of theirs enhance a
commercial for the Foot Locker
store chain.
They also picked up' WFNX's
Best Rap/Hip-Hop award in the
spring of 1992, after heavy touring
around Boston. Their first album,
big wet kiss, is a must for the fan of
everything musical.
Any band that can sing about the
Brady Bunch has my vote. With the
completion of the album, they took
the summer off, and are now tour-
ing and working up to the next one.
Their summer was not without
.-.~70rence
An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities
CJZ)pend a year or a semester immersed in the life
and culture of Florence. Study at the University of
Florence in private tutorials and seminars. Students
of the arts work with Italian artists and musicians.
For information and an application:
Sarah Lawrence. College in Florence
Box CCF
Sarah Lawrence College
I Mead Way
Bronxville, NY 10708-5999
SARAH'
LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
A Stitch in Time:
- BOUTIQUE-
CLOTHING - JEWELRY
BEADS - TAPESTRIES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
27 west main street
mystic. connccticut
06355
(203) 536-1943
by Carll Schultz
A&EEditor
If the fall weather brings on
thoughts of hot apple cider, wool
blankets and snuggling down with a
good book, why not try a story with
a supernatural twist?
Just in time for Halloween, Anne
Rice brings usLasher, the continu-
ing story of the Mayfair witches
which was started over a year ago
with release of The Witching Hour.
The saga of this well-established
southern family reaches deeper in
to the past and future as Lasher, the
family's own demon-in-residence.
enters the physical plane in the
body of Rowan Mayfair's son who
was born on Christmas Eve in the
fmal pages of The Witching Hour.
Lasher's birth and Rowan's subse-
quent disappearance from the
Mayfair family's house on First
Street in New Orleans.Ieave a con-
fused husband, suspicious family
members and a trail of death in their
wake.
Lasher was brought into the fam-
ily by one of the family's early
witches, and has latched on to each
following witch through thirteen
generations in order to achieve his
most precious goal: to become hu-
man and not just possess another's
body, but have his own.
In Lasher his dream comes true,
and in an extraordinary evolution,
Lasher becomes a full grown man
in a mere few days.
This accelerated growth process
is just one ofLasber' s unique abili-
_SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER •
20% on any service.
Haircuts, Penn,
Foil Highlighting, etc.
HARD AS NAILS
Spa, Manicure $8.00,
& Private Tanning Booths.
447·1771
.196 Montauk Avenue, New London>
ties that allow him to imitate human
existence.
Once alive, Lasher has a much
grander purpose: to populate the
world with others like him.
Lasher forces himself upon the
female members of the Mayfair
clan. His superior evolution makes
it impossible for the women to carry
the pregnancy to term because of
the rapid development of his spe-
cies.
Through miscarriages the
women begin dropping off like
flies, causing paranoia and fear
among the rest
Lasher impregnates his own
mother in hopes of producing off-
spring, and Rowan eventually
makes it through the pregnancy.
After weeks of being held captive
by Lasher, she finally finds the
strength to break his spell and es-
cape, only to give birth to his
daughter shortly after. And so the
chase continues-Rowan's hus-
band desperately searching for the
woman he loves, the family search-
ing 10 fmd and destroy the demon
who has come into his own, and
Lasher himself searching for his
daughter who is in flight with
Rowan.
In a journey that spans the globe,
Anne Rice adds yet another success
story to her list. The book is a good
read, not as enticing as the Vampire
Chronicles, but then again, com-
pare The Chronicles to some of her
hard-core erotica and the
Chronicles become children's sto-
ries.
Overall, if you have a blanket,
some cider and the time, Lasher is a
perfect book to ease you into that
Halloween state of mind.
Please recycle
The College Voice
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
Summer reading author speaks at Conn:
Maus author discusses the rationale behind cartoon
format in books depicting Jewish life during holocaust
theotherhonorcomicsECmadein thought of a story about black
the early 10 late fifties before the America, but didn 'tlrnow enough
comics code was instated. But spe- about the black experience in
cifically the greatest influence on America except to be a well mean-
my work was Harvey Kurtzman ing liberal schmuck:'
and his MAD magazine." But Referring 10the length of time in
Spiegelman does not con sid e r which be wrote MalLS,Spiegelman
Maus as a comic said "The whole book took '13
book. "A comic .... years.Itwaspublishedonitsbar
book is a narrative ~ mitzvah." .
series of pictures. Gaudiani interrupted
But what I write has a the question/answer pro-
complexity of theme cess to announce that
analysis that is not Spiegelman had to go to
seen in other comics." dinner with Linda Ber-
After playing a re- gland, professor of En-
cording of one of his glish, and some of her
interviews with his fa- .• .: students. So the ques-
ther, Spiegelman took ': .' '. ~.' ',-' tions stopped and the
questions from the au- ..... stage was flooded with
dience. One audience , peopleeagerto get auto-
member asked if there ~I graphs from
had been any other storylines Spiegelman, who remained for an
that he had considered doing be- additional twenty-five minutes to
fore this one. Spiegelman said, "I sign every last copy of MalLS.
a "liberal educatioo and lifelong was a way of Gastalting into the
learning in a community that story."Thestory'smaincharacters
shares common ground." Sbe ex- are Spiegelman's parents, V1adak
As part ofa seminar in conjWIC- plained the book's importance in and Anja Spiegalman, so the story
lion with the summer reading pro- the program as "the imperative of is told in hindsight by Vladak.
gram, An Spie- remembering Spiegelman spoke for over an
gelman spoke the holocaust" hour and a half, addressing every
about his book M AU Maus is the aspect about his book. A majority
Maus A story of wwn ofhislecturewasgiveninthedarl<
Survivor's Tale, ,Europe and how as he showed a series of slides and
to a packed twoJewsfightto panels from the book.
Dana Hall last escape from Na- The first and most asked-about
Saturday. zis. This story topic addressed was at what point
C I air e differs from Maus became a comic book. Spie-
Gaudiani, presi- other holocaust gelman explained, "It was never
dent of the col- stories in that it going to be anything else. I got the
lege introduced is told in the most confused positive reviews in
An Spiegelman, form of a comic history. No one lrnew what kind of
author of after book, in which book it was. I even got a special
describing the the Jews are Pulitzer."
summer reading drawn as mice According to Spiegelman, his
pro g ram . and the Nazis as initial interest in comic books came
Gaudiani spoke cats. from growing up reading comic
of the program " ,As Spie- books like "Tales from the Crypt,
as a necessity to I _. • gelman said, "It Vault of Fear, Weird Tales and all••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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[CCREVIEWI
is desperately searching for
aspiring politicians
who would like to air their
opinions on the pages of
Conn College's #1
political magazine
Call the College Voice
Publishing Group, x2841,
immediately to reserve
space in the November issue.
Submissions due
by Wednesday, October 20.
SPORTS
1MUpdate:
Program and Derby notch
important football victories
In Sunday's first flag football
contest, The Program was an easy
winner over a much improved
Branford squad 28-14. Program
quarterback Andrew Goldman was
spectacular as always, running for
three touchdowns and throwing for
another. Matt Plante and TJ. Green
each scored a touchdown for
Branford. Sunday's only other con-
test saw Roadkill a forfeit winner
over Milkbone Underwear.
Tuesday's first match-up saw a
clash between two undefeated flag
football powerhouses, The Derhy
and Roadkill. First half touch-
downs by Friend Weiler and Mike
Weed gave The Derby a 14-0 lead
at the half. In the second half,
Roadkill,led by senior quarterback
Chad Marlow, took to the air and
managed to tie the score at 14-14.
But Derby quarterback Tom
Anderson connected with Weiler
late in the half to seal a Derby vic-
tory at21-14.
The Freshmen took another beat-
ing on Tuesday, losing to Repres-
Men rebound from first loss
by besting Salve Regina 7-0
over Homecoming weekend
Continuedfromp.20
Bob Cochran had the last goal of
the garoe, slipping the ball into the
net aroongst a crowd in front of the
net, bringing the final score to 7-0.
Coach Bill Lessig was pleased
with the garoe.
"Thecballenge today was to play
as a team," Lessig said. He felt
Conn achieved that goal with "very
unselfish" play.
Summing up the game, Stephen
Cantu-Stille said, "We've galla go
out in style for homecoming. Seven
goals are very stylish."
Wednesday's 3-0 win at Trinity
was also important for Conn. Ac·
cording to Chris Melchior, "People
were nervous after losing to
Amherst" For last year's ECAC
champs, a loss to Amherst was sur-
prising.
Nthato Mokonaroe scored the
Fred's Shanty
Pequot Ave.
New London
• • ••• • •
Featuring: Fresh seafood
dinners, salads,deli sand-
wiches, gourmet coffee,
and desserts.
Open Daily 'tilllpm
r;¥::ttJ 76 FrllDkllnStreet
8CHOOC. 0. Norwich. cr
- 886-1955
. APProved by the a.QmunIssIooer of EdocaUon
Become a
QUALIFIED
BARTENDER
with our comprehensive
30 Hour Course
Instruction In:
BartendinglMixology
T.I.P.S.
alcohol awareness
certification
OneWeekCourses:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
TwoWeekCourses:
Monday-Friday
6 p.m. fa 9 p.m.
Certificate Awarded Upon
Graduation, For More Information
Please Call Today!
first goal on an assist form Brendan
Gilmartin. It was the first real goal
he scored at Conn, as he only scored
on a penalty-shot last year.
"He yelled so loud that we all
thought it could be heard back at
Conn," said Melchior.
Senior Peter Spear had the next
two goals of the game. Trinity was
a rough team. One of their players
was thrown out of the garoe after
receiving three yellow cards.
Conn was frustrated and had
problems getting the garoe together
because of rough play in the first
half, but played well in the second
half.
"Wehavetoplayourowngame,"
stated Melchior.
This week, Conn will be travel-
ing to Clark on Tuesday for a 7:00
garoe and Wesleyan on Saturday
for an 11:00 match.
sian 28-7. Repression quarterback
Jeff Gilton connected with Ben
Tripp for three touchdowns, while
teammate Jon Zaff ran for another.
Tripp also recorded two intercep- .~ lo'
tions on the day. Ray Plau tallied ~
The Freshmen's sole touchdown. ~
In the weeks only other game, '~
Kenny Ray was a forfeit winner
over Milkbone Underwear, who ~
has forfeited out of the league. ~5
In Sunday's sale six-a-side soc- ,~
cer match, With Themselves over- ~
powered a resilient Branford squad ~
4-0. Zandy Mangold and Fred c
Feldstein each had a pair of goals, ~
while Noah Goldner and Brendan i
Hinchey added an assist apiece. ~~~I!!!I!!IIIIII!~!IIIIII!!IIIIII!~!IIIIII!~~~~~~~~!IIIIII!~~~-~
Th . M da h d I' t1 Sam Bottum, vice president of the alumni association, presents the Connec-
ff
e r31
th
n°fin on hY a
h
Ithe tlcut College Athletic Hall of Fame award to Catherine Menges Zagunis.
e eet on e irst mate • w en e
Mulligans outpaced the Misfits 8-
I. Lee Rawles and Knute Gregg
each notched hat tricks for the win-
ners, while Bill Mulligan added
two goals and an assist. Scott
McDowell added three assists for
the victors. Matt Magnuson tallied
the only goal for the Misfits.
Monday's second match be-
tweeo H Low and The Gods was
canceled on accountofrain and will
be rescheduled for this Wednesday,
October 16. at4 p.m.
Wednesday, the Wicked
Wookies sq ueezed by a tough
Branford squad 3-2. The Wookies
were up 3-0 at the half, but
Branford's valiant comeback came
just shan. Wednesday's second
garoe between Moscow Express
and With Themselves has been re-
scheduled for early November.
Next week: Team Tennis results.
.".15 Inronnatlon was complied by the
Intramural office.
Wome'n.
In
S'.., tpors
Monday, October 4th - 7:30 pm - Blaustein 210
MOVIE: " A League of Their Own" (refreshments)
Athletic Hall of Fame award
I
presented to world famous
Connecticut College rower
at college by majoring in zoology
and holding the New Engiand
~record for the 50-yard backstroke
as amemberofthe varsity women's
swim team.
The moment she left Conn,
Zagunis took the world by storm,
using her swimmer's physique to
row her way to ninth place in the
eight-oared shell at the World
Championships in September of
1974. The following year, she took
fifth place for theU.S. in the coxed-
four shell at the World Champion-
ships.
Today, Zagunis lives the faroily
life as an RN witha husband and
three childrerin Beaverton, Oregon.
Tuesday, October 5th - 8:00 pm - West Loft
LECTURE: Sue Macy (A Whole New Ball Gamel
& members of the All-American Girls Professional
Baseball League (reception following lecture)
Wednesday ,October 6th - 8:00 pm- West Loft
Panel Discussion concerning 'Women in Sports"
***********
Congratulations and Thanks
to all of the dorms, classes and clubs who helped
make Harvestfest a successful day!!
***********
The BUDGET effects every student on this campus.
Ask questions .....Know the issues .....
DON'T JUST VOTE TO VOTE
by April Ondls
News Editor
In a sunlit ceremony on Harkness
Green last Saturday, Saro Bottum,
vice president of the alumni asso-
ciation, presented the coveted Con-
necticut College Athletic Hall of
Fame award to Catherine Menges
Zagunis, Conn's own world-fa-
mous rowing machine.
Zagunis graduated from Conn in
1974, where, although as Bonum
said, people think of Zagunis as a
"rower first," she did not pick up an
oar until the second semester of her
senior year.
Rather, Zagunis passed her time
SUPPORTECKSewing
- Quality clothing handmade
in Colorado -
TURTLE TREK tm $70.0
ade of single faced Polartec 100 Malden Mills
Climate control Fabric. High collar with zipper.
TREKSIDRT tin $55.0
,.ade of Single faced Polartec 100 Malden Mills
Clii'68t.e cOritrol Fabric. Sweatshirt style.
HEADGEAR:
Alaskan Flap Hat $21.50
Head Band $9.00
OPTIONS:
Zipper Pockets ....$13.00pair
Cordura elbow or knee paiches ...$lO.OOpair
Your choice of color at no charge.
Heavy jackets, pants and cold climate
camping and athletic gear are available.
To order call Chris Scott at 439-
4696 or Dave Hermele at 444-7718
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SPORTS
Field hockey gets first win against
Assumtion, but drops one to Clark
The Conn fIeld hockey Ieam and
its fans heard a beautiful sound Sal-
urday - the sound of a ball hitting
the back of the opposing cage.
The Camel Sticksters had their
first victory of the season after four
losses, when they defeated the As-
sumption Greyhounds with atscore
of 2-0 on Saturday. They were not
"IOOn'l think thegoaliecouldsee
the ball," Muldar said of the goal.
''Even I couldn't see thai I had a
shot until a defender stepped out of
the way."
The second was scored by
Alyson Kaurker aI18:24 in the sec-
ond half. Sophomore Laura Bayon
gOI the assist, Kaurker's goal was
almost a duplicate of a shot she had
been struggling with in practice.
"We had been working on thai
shot and AUyson kepi shooting it
wide," said Coach Ann Parmenter.
The win did not come easily, with _
e
Assumption spending a 101of lime ~
near the Conn net. s
"They had a lot of chances to ~
win," said Parmenter, "but today ]
the baU went our way." '::
This was true particularly in the ~
second half, when Assumption
turned on the heal and took several Laura Bayon InactJon during the victory over Assumption.
hard shots at the goal. One of these said Brooks. ''This win will gel us said Coach Parmenter. "We needed
was a penally stroke which went going in the right direction." a lucky break."
just wide of a diving Kanter. "The learn is definitely begin- Moran said thai once again the
Despite those tense moments, ning to click," Parmenter said. defense was effective, "Laura
Parmenter praised the learn's hard On a not-so-bright note, the Bayon played a great game, and the
effort. learn gave up its fourth loss of the defense was strong," she said.
"They played really gutsy to- season to Clark University by a Moran also pointed out thai il is
day,' she said ''Those freshman score of 1-0 in overtime. Clark's the experience that comes from
wings did a great job, and the de- Erica Brasile scored the winning playing in games can only help the
fense remained strong." goal 14:32 into overtime. young team. "Every game we just
Other members of the team Captain Lauren Moran cited fa- gel better," she said. "Eventually
agreed. , . tigue as one of the factors in the we will reach our peak."
"It was a real team effort," said loss.vlt wasn't our best game,"she II was clear to everyone watching
Louise Brooks. said. "We played really hard the Assumption game that the peak
The win was without a doubt a against Arnherstand in this one we Moran spoke of might be at hand.
significant one for everyone. Many were feeling tired." The tearn will play its next game
players said thai it meant a lot to "I think if the ball had bounced against Trinity at home on October
them. r.dif~·~fe~r~en~tl~y~,~w~e~C~OU~I~d~h~a~ve~w~on~'~"~~6~a~1D a~W~I y;fI;e;ld;a;I;3~:3;0;p;.m;;;.:;;;;ii1"We are really excited about get- Ir,
:SU~d~:~dthM~~~Sareallurn- Fashion Express
"It gave us a 101of confidence,
and showed us thai we can do it,' Shoes and Gifts
as fortunate on Tuesday at Clark,
losing 1-0 in overtime.
Freshman goalie Wendy Kanter,
who has been averaging ten saves a
game, had nine in another superb
outing in net, This helped make up
for being outshot ten to seven.
Both goals in the game were
scored by freshmen. Dardy Muldar
had the first one at 14:10 in the first
half, unassisled. Her goal was the
firsrgoal of the season for the team.
Betsy Fischman battles a Wellesley attacker.
Women's soccer wins 4-0
Con.tinued from page 20
guests 7-6, and one goal was
enough to make the difference in
this defensive battle,
UMass-Darlrnouth got it with
twenty minutes left in the fITSthalf,
thanks to some nifty footwork. A
Corsair eluded Conn's Oppenheim
with a pass between her legs, lead-
ing 10 a goal by Pam Richards
which proved to be the difference.
Although the Camels came up
short, Kline was happy with their
play in both contests last week.
"We played a tough opponent,
andplayed well on Wednesday," he
said. "We kepi our level of play up,
despite the opponen~" he added,
Please Recycle
The College Voke
crass Un Ciimpus
LSAT Classes for
December 4 Test
Forming Now!
Clsaaes Mon.+Wed
Oct. 27 to Dec.1
Call: 800-735-7737
or 535-0251
KAPLAN RULES.
referring 10 the less challenging
opposition on Saturday.
The Camels will lake a 3-1
homestand with them 10Curry Col-
lege on Thursday, where they will
play at 4:00. Conn travels 10
Middletown on Saturday 10 tackle
Wesleyan at 11:00, and returns
home to play Eastern Connecticut
on Tuesday at 3:30.
FAMOUS QUOTES FROM
PIZZA HISTORY #2
"Ithink that I shall neoer see a pizza lovely
as a tree - except at the Recovery Room"
joyce Kilmer
'To eatpizza or not to eat pizza, that is the
question" wut Shakespeare
"Apizza is a pizza is a pizza - except at the
Recovery Room" Gertrude Stein
"Weshall eat pizza in tbe fields and in the
streets" Winston S. Churchill
''77Jat'sone small pizza for man, one giant
pizza jor mankind" Neil Armstror18
We make award-winningpizza
a memorableexperience
ii-tE ~COVERY [OOOM
INEXPENSIVE INCOMPARABLE INDECENTLY GOOD
445 OceanAvenueNew LondonCt
CALL FOR TAKE OUT, TOO: 443.2619
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Many brands of clothing for the 90's
Doctor Martins and many other brands in
stock now! 60 State Street
(203) 447-2881 NewLondon, CT 06320
Need Help Fundraising?
Full Service Team shop.
Silkscreen, embroidery and heat bonding for shirts
and sports uniforms.
Call for more information.
~~~EEJ1~5
SKINCARE ~l
CLlNlC& DAY SPA 00 Y
Special Student Discounts
Facial Treatments $10.00 OFF
BodyWraps $10.00OFF
Massage Therapy $5.00 OFF
Organic Waxing 20% OFF
Eye Lash Tinting 20% OFF
OtI'er Good Thru 11130193
196 Montauk A venue
New London, CT 06320
442-9878,
, Robin L. Evans
Licensed Aelhetidan
/ I
SPORTS -
Schmoozing with Josh and The Donut:
President witnessed cashing alumni checks at
Foxwoods, gets free dance lesson from Hamre
by Josh Levine
and
Teddy Heintz
The College Voice
The Donut's parents made their
eighth annual trip to Conn on this
lovely parents' weekend. The
Donut's mother commented that
she finally got a free meal after
financing two college
bOOzehounds. The Donut's father,
being the shrewd observer that he
is, has uncovered a rather unusual
method of fundraising. He swears
he has sources who witnessed
Claire Gaudiani roaming the craps
tables at Foxwoods (with Mike
Sneideman) betting inordinate
sums of cash. After a few free Long
Island Iced Teas, she even put up
alumni checks as collateral. We
feel that this may be the method for
the drastic improvement of the
college's endowment Ifyou dido 't
know, she was also a big winner in
Schmoozing's Sports Movie Trivia
Question last week. She was the
first person to correctly answer
Anita McCambridge. She decided
to collect her prize at the Saturday
Night Gala. Matt Hamre was seen
giving her a free dance lesson.
Speaking of the Donut's family,
his brother returned to the rugby
pitch after a four and a half year
absence. His return marked the 10th
anniversary of the men's rugby
football team, as the old men chal-
lenged the young studs in the annual
alumni matchup. The current stu-
Notebook:
Care to guess what was the most
successful part of Homecoming /
Parents / Alumni / Harvestfest
Weekend? The remarkable cuisine
on Knowlton Green? Maybe, but
since this is the Sports Section, not
the Gastronomic Section, we think
it was the athletic teams. Volley-
ball and Women's Tennis not only
had phenomenal weekends, but
fantastic weeks.
VOLLEYBALL: The Camels
took to the road for homecoming,
but enjoyed themselves im-
mensely despite being away from
home. Conn won the Rhode Island
College Tournament on Saturday,
sweeping all six of their matches
and raising their season record to
16-1 I.They defeated Roger Will-
iams, 15-8, 15-11: Western Con-
necticutState, 17-15, 15-11; RIC,
15-11, 15-3; Bridgewater State,
15-6, 15-5; UMass-Boston, 15-5,
15-2; and Trinity, 15-4, 15-8.
Megan Hanselman led the way
for victory. She was selected as the
Most Valuable Player of the event,
and deservedly so, with 35 kills, 21
digs, and three assists.
Sophomore Megan Cady had
lOS assists, senior Bonnie
Silberstein had 48 kills, and sopho-
more Martha Vivian chipped in
with 15 service aces,
Thursday's home meet against
Wesleyan was just as successful, as
the Camels swept the Cardinals
back to Middletown. Conn beat up
on their rivals by the scores of 15-6,
15-2, and 17-15. Silberstein led the
way with eight kills, Hanselman
tuned up for her MVP performance
on Saturday with four aces and five
kills and Vivian added two aces and
five kiUs.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: The ten-
nis team had a 2-0 week, stifling
Clark on Friday and Salve Regina
on Wednesday by identical 9-0
scores.
Seniors Jen Preuss, Michelle
LaChance, Christina Widodo,
Christa Holahan, and juniors Amy
Mafkin and junior Heidi Szycher
all had singles victories on Friday
against Clark. LaChance and
Holohan, Preuss and Szycher, and
Widodo and fellow junior
Danielle Freudenheim teamed up
for doubles victories.
The Camels were just as domi-
nating on Wednesday against
Salve Regina. Single wins came
from Preuss, laChance, Widodo,
Holohan, Malkin, and Szycher.
Doubles wins came from the
teams of LaChance and Holohan,
Preuss and Malkin, and Widodo
and Freudenheim.
The Camels will attempt to con-
tinue their winning ways this week
at Wheaton today at 3:00, and at
home against Wesleyan on
Wednesday at 3:00.
dents prevailed by a scoreof24- 10.
The Donut's brother Bob spoke
about the game with a "No com-
ment" However, after spending a
night in his Jeep CJ-7 and seeing
Jed the next morning, he could only
say, ''That kid looks like a picnic
table that ran away." After a bitter
loss to Wesleyan University, the
squad needed a well-deserved, easy
victory.
On a more serious note, we
would like to wish a speedy recov-
ery to Dave Barron. Dave suffered
a season-ending spiral fracture of
his right fibia. Get well soon Dave;
if you haven't noticed, we really
need you back!
While we are on the subject of
rugby, Schmoozing would like 10
pay homage to our utility scrummy
Dana Rousmaniere (Sounds like
Roo-man-ear). With a last name as
versatile as his, he is in the middle
of a ruck, here is our top 10 list of
Dana's nicknames:
10) Dana 'Goose my derriere'
9) Dana 'Don 'igivehim another
beer'
8) Dana 'Goo in my ear'
7) Dana 'Clean your greasy
hair'
6) Dana 'Has a big rear'
5) Dana 'In the morning, you
better beware'
4) Dana 'Ruin my New Year'
3) Dana 'Ruin my year'
2) Dana 'Ruin my senior year'
I) Dana 'Ruin my college ca-
reer'
This is the part of the article that
1-/aT.vrz1t
Ill!!
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330 New London Shopping Center
New London. CT 06320
443·4440
Why drive further? We are less than 2 miles
from the college, and we will match any local
Liquor Ad that you bring in.
Kw.
1/2 Milwaukee 's Best $38.99
112 Miller Genuine Draft $49.99
1/4 Milwaukee's Best $23.99
plus many more varieties in stock.
12pk BoWes
Rolling Rock $7.99
Coors $6.99
Miller $6.99
Bud $6.99 Popov 1.7SL $10,99
Special O~DERS Are No Problem.
AIm
Boones Farm7S0ml $2.49
AUSTRALIA• FRANCE
..(
vi
;:i
~
BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
RUSSIA ENGLAND
IKTERNATIONAl PROGRAMS
Strictly World Class
Global Internships and
Language/Liberal Arts
Programs
~
~ ~
Cl .:f."
~ For 1'f'Or1U'C uttUb cOMpku the CO~fI befOWGM _if it to:
Bo5to. Uaiftni11IDtel'1lJolionai Programsa 232BayStsteRoad.BoltQ,Bostoo.MA02215 • 6111353·9888
~ M6iq-J O(>PQ'fwtiq. <tJir->lr.e DC'''''' Wl'ilul"'"
• FRANCE AUSTRALIA RUSSIA ENGLAND
Mease rank ali 1,2.,snd 3 die prognnu in which you an:. mos. in~.
You will receive infonnatioo on all of our inte:mat.ional programs
Internsbip Programs Language and Liberal Arts Programs
OLoodoo., England 0 Paris., FrMce 0 Belize 0 Niamey. Niga
o Madrid, Spain 0 Sydney, AusU'a1ia 0 ~noble. france 0 Oxford. England
o Moscow, Russia 0 Wadl.ington.D.C. 0 Haifa, Israel 0 Padova. Italy
o Madrid. Spain 0 QuiIO, Ecuador
f am wuesudill o/hLr progronuicolUltrits: _
I would like to receive information about your semester/summer programs (circle one).
N""' :.- _
Street -, _
State Zip _
College orUniversity =
ClUTeIllSUUlU: OFr OSo OJr OSr lryoupnrtr,CIH617f35J-9888. Q
Phone-l'_l- _
Cily _
the Donut has been eagerly await-
ing. The ice has been laid down at
theNHLarenas. This year, realign-
ment has changed the structure of
the league. Numerous old NHL en-
thusiasts are upset by the loss of
division names. We are going to
offer our own prognostication. pre-
dicting which learn will rise to the
challenge this season.
In the Eastern Conference, we
feel that the Penguins have simply
too much talent to be denied. They
would be complete if they just get
rid of those ugly uniforms, The
Nordiques could also contend if
their young members continue to
mature. The Canadians strong de-
fense should help for a competitive
year.
The Donut's Flyers are on the
rise; with a lillie bit of hard work
and Coach Simpson's leadership,
the team should earn their first play-
off birth in the Donut's college ca-
reer. Josh's Capitals are still mired
in an abyss of mediocrity.
Sorry B' s fans, but your team
will not have enough talent to go
.very far. If Borque leaves and
Neely continues -to have trouble
with his leg, the future will only
look bleaker. In the other confer-
ence, we do not think that the Kings
will repeal. Either the young Jets or
the tough Canucks may challenge
the Penguins. However, the Red
Wings and their new coach Scotty
Bowman may provide a winning
spirit to a talented hockey club.
SPORTS MOVIE TRIVIA
QUESTION
Who was the famous baseball
player who tried to kill the Queen?
This week's prize is the opportu-
nity to coach the women's rugby
team for one week.
DON'T BE LEFT IN THE COLD ntS YEARI
w TRAVEL FREEl!
BECOME A S'TIXlENf REPFESEHTATMn·ns YEAR'S EASIEST WAY TO EARN FREE
TRAVEL FOR SPRING BREAK 199411
- The Best Conwnisionsl
-EasiMtWaytOMmF,..Tri\ .,.
-learn .. you .. n
- a.io valdb1e work ~
tl'Sun S ah Toul"l "-800-42$-7710 I
•
Spring Break '94
SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FR~E!!!
Student Travel Ser-
vices is now hiring
campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849
-Ii\ATSI SClftClRlI'D3STUDEMT OIOUPS!
RaIse as Much 8SYou
want In One WNkI
$100 ... $600 ... $15001
MmetAW_furVISA.
MASTERCARD.MCI,
AMOCO, ell:. CalI furyour
FREE T-SHIRT md '" qualify
fer FREE 1RIP IIIMIV
SPRING BREAK '94.
CaD 1-8()0.956.10J9, est. 75.
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the 10,000 meterrace with a time of
29:24. His performance helped the
men cruise to victory with 22
points, but the rest of the team was
equally phenomenal, with seven,
Camel runners finishing in the top
len .
Second place SUNY-Stony
Brook, which qualified for the
NCAA Division III national meet
last year, was literally left in the
Camel's tracks, coming up with 59
points. Amherst finished in third
with 69 points.
Junior Craig Morrison ran the
race in 30:05 for a second-place
fmish,andsophomoreMartinLund
came in fourth with a timeof3O:26.
The Camels will divide next
week, but they hope to conquer as
they hit the road. The men will
travel to Babson for a meet at noon,
and the women will journey to
Mount Holyoke for an 11:00 event.
Conn will reunite at home for two
more events this month, the
Thames River Invitational on Fri-
day, October 15 at 4:00, and the
Dawley Field Invitational on Satur-
day the 23rd at 11:00.
SPORTS
Women's soccer
pummels Wellesley
Impressive 4-0 victory on Saturday
by Matt Burstein
Acting Sports EdJtor
Maybe the Wellesley women's
soccer team was distracted. After
all, there was a lot happening on
Harkness Green on Saturday after-
noon: parents and alumni with fash-
ionable name tags, dogs milling
about everywhere, and President
Gaudiani finishing another inspir-
ing address.
Or perhaps they just ran into bet-
ter competition. After being nar-
rowly defeated by UMass-
Dartmouth 1-0 on Wednesday, the
Camels, ranked seventh in New
England, pelted Wellesley with 32
shots and roared to a 4-0 triumph,
raising their record to 4-2.
Perhaps even more impressive
than their shot total was the number
they allowed: one. The lone shot
did not occur until the second half,
when freshman goalie Holly Doyle
easily scooped it up to preserve the
shutout. She and junior netminder
Julie Granof each played one half,
and had to work about as hard as the
person at the Information Desk at
Cro as the Camels dropped their
opponents record to 4-3.
Senior Crissy Haywood could
not have been more pleased with
the defense's effort.
"We worked well together, and
cleared out well," Haywood said.
"We talked it up on the field, and
had good communication."
The Camels' offense did not wait
long to give the parents and alumni .
present something to cheer about.
Freshman Amy Byrd, who scored
two goals on the day, nearly had a .
third when she fired a bullet on goal
which crashed off the crossbar.
Conn's first actual goal occurred
with about thirty minutes left in the
half. Junior co-captain Mamie Sher
dribbled in front of the goal, and
had her shot blocked. Not giving
up, Sher hustled back to the ball,
and zipped a pass to freshman Betsy
Woods, who converted it for her
team-leading fourth goal and a 1-0
Conn lead.
Freshman Sarah Dorion, center, looks to control the ball during Saturday's action.
Haywood was ootonly a key fac- Conn's second half offense was Ken Kline pleased the players and
tor on defense, but proved to be strictly for the Byrds (Amy, thatis). fans by allowing the reserves into
offensive 10 Wellesley as well. A A pass from fellow first-year-stu- the game so their families could
nice turn-around move by the se- dent Justine Oppenheim allowed watch them compete.
nior co-captain eluded the Byrd to pick up her second goal of There were fewer distractions on
netminder and gave the Camels a 2- the season and give Conn a 3-0 lead Wednesday afternoon, but that was
o lead with about twenty-five min- with 34 minutes to play. Jen just as well, as a much tougher
utes 10 play in the first half. Eiseneberg set up her third and opponent took to Harkness Green.
Conn's fourth of the day, a hard TheCorsairsofUMass-Dartmouth
shot off the goalkeeper's hands two entered the game with an impres-
minutes later. sive resume: they were ranked #2 in
Byrd credited her teammates for NewEngland,hada3-0record,and
making the offensive explosion had allowed nary a goal. They kept
possible. "Our passing was a key," their credentials in perfect order by
Byrd said. "So were the runs by the defeating the Camels 1-0.
mid-fielders." Itwas an evenly matched contest,
With his team safely ahead for with Conn out-shooting their
most oflhe second half, head coach Sre Womenp.19
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Senior co-captain Nthato Mokonane prepares to cross the ball during Saturday's drubbing of Salve Regina.
Men's soccer returns to victory
by Maya Perry
The College Voice
The Connecticut College men's
soccer team ended their week with
wins over Trinity by a score of 3-0,
and Salve Regina by a score of 7-0.
Quickly recovering from last
week's loss to Amherst. they are
now 5-1 for the season, with only
one goal scored against them.
Conn roared into Saturday's
game, scoring seven goals against
Salve Regina on Harkness Green.
The Camels began strong and
dominated play for the entire game,
out-shooting their visitors 22-4. Se-
nior Chris Melchior scored the first
goal with a header into the Salve net
twenty minutes into the first half.
His second goal came five minutes
later with help from a pass across
the goal cage by Nthato Mokonane.
Less than a minute after the sec-
ond goal another was scored by
defense man Jamie Gordon. On an
indirect kick from about thirty
yards out, he sent the ball soaring
over Salve goalie Mark Ferriso and
into the net.
The final goal of the first half was
scored by Ben Sams. Beating all of
the defenders, Sams was left with
an open goal and shot the ball
straight into the net, Salve Regina
had a few opportunities to score,
with goalie Tom Hudner, who had
three saves, and the rest of the Conn
defense playing superbly.
In the second half, Conn took
away any hope of a victory for
Salve Regina by scoring three more
goals. Matt Raynor passed the ball
in front of the goal and Melchior
tapped it in for his third goal of the
day. Freshman Justin Burke had his
first goal of his college career and
the sixth of the match, as Mall
Raynor, with his second assist,
passed the ball to Burke, who had a
clean shot into the goal.
"Itwas nice," Burke commented,
".; nice for me," and for Conn.
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Cross country teams
win the Invitational
by Matt Burstein
Acting Sports Editor
Hosting an event at Conn is not
too shabby. There are no bus rides,
and a Harris meal awaits after the
competition is over.
But winning an event is even bet-
ter. The Camels Cross Country
teams did both on Saturday, as the
men and women each won team
titles in the Connecticut College
Invitational, and Robert Stack won
a title of his own.
The women garnered 59 team
points, easily holding off second-
place Smith (71) and third-place
Mount Holyoke (79), thanks to the
performance of Lyn Balsmo. The
senior finished second in the 5000- .
meter race with a time of 20:12.
Sophomore Megan Clay took only
20:37 to run 10 a fourth place fmish,
and senior Jennichelle Devine
placed fifth with a time of21:15.
Amherst's Amanda Weis needed
20: 12 to win the race, but her team
was not quite as fortunate.
Robert Stack was the top per-
former of the day, finishing first in
:ii:i~(This week's Athlete of the Week award goes to ROBERT STACK. STACK was the top performer this past Saturday at the Con---'i!Ji
~llf! cnecticut.C:olle~e.lnvitatio~al,.~~ishi~g.~l"St.i~.th~..10,OIlO.lJ1ete.rrac~.\Vit~a.tilJ1e.of~?:24an~ ..hel~i~~..t~el11~~.totheir.~icto~y~ "J;i~
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